Natural selection, protein engineering, and the last riboorganism: rational model building in biochemistry.
A detailed study of the chemical behavior of modern catalysts (here, exemplified by dehydrogenases dependent on NAD+) allows us to construct models that distinguish between selected and drifting behaviors in biological macromolecules. These models enable us to manipulate rationally the properties of enzymes, here to design an "acetaldehyde reductase" dependent on NAD+ that is faster than any given us by nature. When applied to the origin of protein catalysis, models that explain the structures of ribo-cofactors (e.g., NAD+) must postulate a metabolically complex breakthrough organism. This means that: (1) The view from the present day back to the truly primeval organism is obscured; it is futile to try to deduce the detailed structure of the first life by examining the behaviors of modern organisms. (2) Riboorganisms dominated life on earth for a long time before translation evolved; indeed, fossils of riboorganisms might already be known. (3) Using organic synthesis, we have expanded the number of bases available for making RNA and making accessible RNA molecules that are likely to be intrinsically better catalysts.